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I. STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is David J. Effron.  My address is 12 Pond Path, North Hampton, New 3 

Hampshire, 03862. 4 

 5 

Q. What is your present occupation? 6 

A. I am a consultant specializing in utility regulation. 7 

 8 

Q. Please summarize your professional experience. 9 

A. My professional career includes over twenty-five years as a regulatory consultant, 10 

two years as a supervisor of capital investment analysis and controls at Gulf & 11 

Western Industries and two years at Touche Ross & Co. as a consultant and staff 12 

auditor.  I am a Certified Public Accountant and I have served as an instructor in the 13 

business program at Western Connecticut State College. 14 

 15 

Q. What experience do you have in the area of utility rate setting proceedings and 16 

other utility matters? 17 

A. I have analyzed numerous electric, gas, telephone, and water filings in different 18 

jurisdictions.  Pursuant to those analyses I have prepared testimony, assisted attorneys 19 

in case preparation, and provided assistance during settlement negotiations with 20 

various utility companies. 21 

  I have testified in cases before regulatory commissions in Alabama, Colorado, 22 

Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, 23 
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Massachusetts, Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, 1 

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, and 2 

Washington. 3 

 4 

Q. Please describe your other work experience. 5 

A. As a supervisor of capital investment analysis at Gulf & Western Industries, I was 6 

responsible for reports and analyses concerning capital spending programs, including 7 

project analysis, formulation of capital budgets, establishment of accounting 8 

procedures, monitoring capital spending and administration of the leasing program.  9 

At Touche Ross & Co., I was an associate consultant in management services for one 10 

year and a staff auditor for one year. 11 

 12 

Q. Have you earned any distinctions as a Certified Public Accountant? 13 

A. Yes.  I received the Gold Charles Waldo Haskins Memorial Award for the highest 14 

scores in the May 1974 certified public accounting examination in New York State. 15 

 16 

Q. Please describe your educational background. 17 

A. I have a Bachelor's degree in Economics (with distinction) from Dartmouth College 18 

and a Masters of Business Administration Degree from Columbia University 19 

 20 

II. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 21 

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying? 22 
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A. I am testifying on behalf of the People of the State of Illinois, represented by the 1 

Attorney General (“AG”), and the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”). 2 

 3 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 4 

A. I am addressing issues affecting the electric and gas revenue requirements of Ameren 5 

Illinois Company (“Ameren”, “AIC”, or "the Company") in these rate proceedings, 6 

based on the adjustments to the Company’s positions that I have identified in my 7 

review and analysis of the Company’s presentation.  In this testimony, I address 8 

issues affecting the revenue requirements for both electric and gas distribution service 9 

for each of the Ameren companies. I have also calculated the revenue requirement 10 

effects of the rate of return recommendations made by Mr. Thomas.  Finally, I 11 

address the Company’s proposal to implement a Pension Benefits Rider. 12 

  My presentation in this testimony is based on issues that I have identified.  I 13 

have not reviewed the testimony of Staff or other intervenors in the preparation of 14 

this testimony, and I am not taking a position on issues affecting revenue 15 

requirements that may be addressed in their testimony. 16 

 17 

III. REVENUE REQUIREMENT ISSUES 18 

A. SUMMARY 19 

Q. How is your testimony organized? 20 

A. I first address the issues affecting the determination of the Company’s rate base and 21 

then issues related to the determination of pro forma expenses included in the 22 

delivery services revenue requirements.  Certain of my proposed adjustments affect 23 
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the revenue requirements for both electric and gas operations.  Other adjustments may 1 

affect only electric or gas operations.  In my discussions of the issues that I am 2 

addressing, I identify whether the issues apply to electric or gas revenue requirements 3 

or to both. 4 

 5 

Q. Have you prepared a schedule summarizing the effect of the revenue 6 

requirement issues that you are addressing in this testimony? 7 

A. Yes.  Schedule DJE-1 summarizes the effect of my proposed revenue requirement 8 

adjustments.  In calculating the revenue requirement effect of my proposed rate base 9 

adjustments, I have used the rates of return proposed by the Company.  I then 10 

calculated the revenue requirement effects of Mr. Thomas’s rate of return proposals 11 

by applying the averages of his proposed ranges to the rate bases net of my proposed 12 

adjustments. 13 

 14 

B. RATE BASE 15 

1. ACCRUED LIABILITY FOR POSTRETIREMENT BENEFITS 16 

Q. Does the Company have accrued liabilities for postretirement benefits other 17 

than pensions (“OPEB”)? 18 

A. Yes.  Ameren accrues a liability for OPEB pursuant to Statement of Financial 19 

Accounting Standards 106 (“FAS 106”).  To the extent that the cumulative accruals 20 

are greater than the actual cash disbursements, the Company will have accrued 21 

liabilities for OPEB.  Thus, the accrued liabilities represent the expenses accrued in 22 

excess of actual payments for OPEB.  23 
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 1 

Q. Has the Company taken the balances of accrued OPEB expenses into account in 2 

the determination of rate base? 3 

A. No.  The Company has not recognized these balances in the calculation of their rate 4 

bases. 5 

 6 

Q. How has the Commission treated accrued OPEB liabilities in the calculation of 7 

the rate base in past cases? 8 

A. In Docket 06-0070/06-0071/06-0072 (Cons.), the Commission found that the 9 

CILCO, CIPS, and IP electric delivery services rate bases should be reduced by the 10 

accrued OPEB liabilities.  In Docket No. 07-0585 et al. (Cons.), the Companies 11 

agreed with the adjustment to deduct accrued OPEB from rate base, and the 12 

Commission adopted this adjustment, finding it to be reasonable and appropriate 13 

(Order, page 7).  In Docket No. 09-0306 et al. (Cons.), the Commission also found 14 

the reduction to rate for accrued OPEB to be reasonable. 15 

  Consistent with the Commission findings in these cases, the test year balances 16 

of accrued OPEB liabilities should be deducted from plant in service in the 17 

calculation of the Company’s rate bases in the present cases.  As can be seen on 18 

Schedule DJE-1, recognition of the accrued OPEB balances reduces the electric rate 19 

base by $7,431,000 and the gas rate base by $3,323,000.  Each of these adjustments 20 

to rate base is stated net of accumulated deferred income taxes. 21 
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 1 

2. ADIT – BONUS DEPRECIATION 2 

Q. Did Ameren reflect the impact of bonus depreciation in connection with the 3 

Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization and Job Creation Act of 4 

2010 in determining the balance of accumulated deferred income taxes 5 

(“ADIT”) deducted from plant in service in the calculation of the test year rate 6 

base? 7 

A. The Tax Relief Act provides that 100% of additions to plant in service in 2011 and 8 

50% of additions to plant in service in 2012 are immediately deductible for income 9 

taxes.  As explained in Ameren Exhibit 10.0E and 10.0G, the Company included the 10 

effect of bonus depreciation on the balance of test year federal ADIT, but not state 11 

ADIT, because “Illinois has consistently decoupled from federal tax provisions for 12 

bonus depreciation.”  That is, the Company assumed that the bonus depreciation 13 

would not be available for the purpose of Illinois state income taxes. 14 

 15 

Q. Is the bonus depreciation, in fact, available for the purpose of Illinois state 16 

income taxes? 17 

A. Yes.  In the responses to Data Request AG-DJE 1.12 (Electric) and AG-DJE 2.10 18 

(Gas), the Company stated that Illinois follows federal tax law in regard to 100% bonus 19 

depreciation.  The effect of recognizing the bonus depreciation for state income tax 20 

purposes is to increase to electric balance of ADIT by $12,956,000 (AG-DJE-1.12) and the 21 

gas balance of ADIT by $3,003,000 (AG-DJE-2.10). 22 

 23 

Q. What do you recommend? 24 
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A. The balances of test year ADIT should be adjusted to recognize the availability of 1 

bonus tax depreciation for Illinois state income tax purposes.  These adjustments 2 

increase the balance of electric ADIT by $12,956,000 and the balance of gas ADIT 3 

by $3,003,000 and reduce the electric and gas test year rate bases by the same 4 

amounts (Schedule DJE-1). 5 

 6 

3. ADIT – FIN 48 7 

Q. Did Ameren reduce the balance of ADIT deducted from its electric rate base to 8 

reclassify certain ADIT “related to uncertain tax positions”? 9 

A. Yes.  On Ameren Schedule B-9 (Electric), the Company shows debit balances of 10 

ADIT designated as “ADIT FIN 48.”  The balance of ADIT FIN 48 – Federal is 11 

$28,169,000, and the balance of ADIT FIN 48 – State is $6,298,000.  The effect of 12 

these debit balances is to reduce the ADIT deducted from plant in service in the 13 

determination of rate base.  In response to AG-DJE 1.08, Ameren explained that “The 14 

ADIT-FIN 48 balances represent the amount of deferred tax liabilities that have been 15 

reclassified to FIN [Financial Interpretation] 48 liabilities related to uncertain tax positions 16 

that are expected to be repaid to the government with interest.” 17 

 18 

Q. Was the Company able to provide any further explanation of what these ADIT 19 

represent or why the tax positions giving rise to these ADIT are considered 20 

uncertain? 21 

A. No.  AG-DJE 3.02 asked the Company to “provide a complete description of the 22 

deferred tax liabilities that have been reclassified to FIN 48 liabilities related to 23 

uncertain tax positions” (emphasis added) and to also “explain why the 24 
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reclassification was necessary and when the referenced repayment is expected to 1 

occur.”  The Company’s response was that “The FIN 48 liabilities represent the 2 

amount of tax that it is more likely than not will be paid to the taxing authorities, 3 

with interest, in relation to several plant-related uncertain tax positions.”  There was 4 

no explanation of what the uncertain “plant related” tax positions were or why it 5 

considered likely that the taxes would be paid with interest.  Importantly, Ameren 6 

was not able to provide any estimate of when the “repayment” of the deferred taxes 7 

would take place. 8 

 9 

Q. Is the reduction of the ADIT to reflect the reclassification as FIN 48 liabilities 10 

appropriate? 11 

A. No.  Until these deferred tax liabilities are actually paid to the relevant taxing 12 

authorities, they represent non-investor supplied funds that are available to the 13 

Company.  By definition, all deferred taxes will ultimately be repaid at some point – 14 

that is what “deferred” means.  Ameren was not able to describe why the subject tax 15 

positions were considered uncertain, the likelihood that any tax deductions would be 16 

disallowed, or the likelihood that the taxes will have to be repaid significantly before 17 

they reverse in the normal course of business. 18 

 19 

Q. What do you recommend? 20 

A. The ADIT debit balances related to FIN 48 should be eliminated from the balance of 21 

ADIT deducted from plant in service.  Elimination of these debit balances, in effect, 22 
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reverses the reclassification of the ADIT balances to FIN 48 liabilities for the purpose 1 

of determining the Company’s electric rate base. 2 

 3 

Q. What is the effect of eliminating the deferred tax debit balances related to FIN 4 

48? 5 

A. The effect is to increase the balance of ADIT by $34,465,000 and to reduce the 6 

electric rate base by the same amount (Schedule DJE-1). 7 

 8 

4. ADIT – MANUFACTURED GAS 9 

Q. In determining the balance of ADIT deducted from plant in service in the 10 

calculation of the gas rate base, does Ameren include a debit balance related to 11 

“Manufactured Gas & Other Environmental Cleanup” in the total balance of 12 

ADIT? 13 

A. Yes.  On Ameren Schedule B-9 (Gas), a debit balance of $12,817,000 related to 14 

“Manufactured Gas & Other Environmental Cleanup” is included in the total balance 15 

of ADIT.  This debit balance reduces the amount of ADIT that is deducted from the 16 

Company’s rate base. 17 

 18 

Q. Should this debit balance be included in the total of ADIT reflected in the 19 

determination of rate base? 20 

A. No.  The deferred tax balance is, in effect, an offset to the accrued liability for 21 

manufactured gas cleanup.  The accrued liability for manufactured gas cleanup, 22 

which represents expenses accrued in excess of cash actually expended, is not 23 
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deducted from rate base.  As the liability giving rise to the deferred tax debit balance 1 

is not deducted from rate base, the deferred tax balance should not be added to rate 2 

base. 3 

 4 

Q. What is the effect of eliminating the deferred tax debit balance related to 5 

Manufactured Gas & Other Environmental Cleanup from the balance of ADIT 6 

recognized in the determination of rate base? 7 

A. The effect is to increase the balance of ADIT by $12,817,000 and to reduce the 8 

Ameren gas rate base by the same amount (Schedule DJE-1). 9 

 10 

C. OPERATING EXPENSES 11 

1. ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION O&M EXPENSE 12 

Q. What level of electric distribution operation and maintenance (“O&M”) 13 

expense is the Company forecasting for the 2012 test year? 14 

A. The Company is forecasting electric distribution O&M expense of $230,542,000 15 

(Ameren Schedule C-4 (Electric), Page 3). 16 

 17 

Q. How does this compare the distribution O&M expense in recent years? 18 

A. It is significantly higher.  In 2009, the actual electric distribution O&M expense was 19 

$190,272,000.  In 2010, the actual electric distribution O&M expense was 20 

$171,946,000 (response to AG-DJE 1.18R).  The forecasted O&M expense for the 21 

2012 test year is $40,270,000 greater than the actual 2009 O&M expense and 22 

$58,596,000 more than the actual 2010 expense.  The forecasted 2012 test year 23 
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expense represents an increase of 21% over the actual 2009 expense and an increase 1 

of 34% over the actual 2010 expense.  The forecasted 2012 test year expense is also 2 

$50,646,000, or 28%, greater than the 2011 forecasted electric distribution O&M 3 

expense of $179,896,000. 4 

 5 

Q. Has the Company explained the reasons for the forecasted increase in electric 6 

distribution O&M expense? 7 

A. Yes.  Company Witness Pate addresses the increases in electric distribution O&M 8 

expense at page 54 – 64 of Ameren Exhibit 6.0E.  The increases are attributed to four 9 

factors:  substation maintenance, circuit maintenance, vegetation management, and 10 

implementation of recommendations from the Liberty Audit.  Mr. Pate states that the 11 

increased expenses are necessary because “the current levels of spending are not 12 

adequate to maintain systems to the expectation of key stakeholders” (Id., p.54) 13 

 14 

Q. Did the Company provide the dollar amounts associated with each of the areas 15 

of expense increase addressed by Mr. Pate? 16 

A. Yes.  AG-DJE 1.17 asked the Company to provide the expense increases with each of 17 

the factors cited in Mr. Pate’s testimony. 18 

  The response stated that for substation maintenance, there is $2.9 million of 19 

incremental O&M included in the test year to allow for the labor and material 20 

resources necessary to execute its strategy of maintaining substation facilities in 21 

good working order, including preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance and 22 

construction activities.  The response also stated that the resources necessary to 23 
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execute this strategy optimally are 135 electricians, as compared to current 1 

budgeted staffing of 120. 2 

  With regard to circuit maintenance, at the end of 2010, there was a backlog 3 

of approximately 115,000 hours of hardware work identified as requiring corrective 4 

action, at a cost of approximately $12 million.   There is $6.4 million of incremental 5 

O&M included in the test year to accommodate the resources necessary to complete 6 

these hardware repairs in a timely manner. 7 

  The response to AG-DJE-1.17 did not actually quantify incremental expenses 8 

related to vegetation management included in the 2012 test year, but rather cross 9 

referenced AIC Schedule F-3.1 and the response to Staff Data Request ST 3.09.  The 10 

response to ST 3.09 shows forecasted vegetation management expense of 11 

$52,965,000 for 2012.  This represents an increase of approximately $8.9 million 12 

over the actual vegetation management expense in 2009 and $6.8 million over the 13 

actual vegetation management expense in 2010. 14 

  Based on the response to AG-DJE-1.17, the 2012 test year includes an 15 

incremental increase of $15,740,000 in electric distribution O&M expense for 16 

implementation of Liberty Audit recommendations.  17 

 18 

Q. Is there any evidence that expenses are actually increasing from the levels in 19 

2009 and 2010? 20 

A. No, with the possible exception of vegetation management.   21 

The primary reason for the increase in substation maintenance cited by Mr. 22 

Pate in his direct testimony is a forecasted increase in electrician staffing to 135 full 23 
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time equivalent employees (“FTE”) from a then current headcount of 123 FTE 1 

(Ameren Exhibit 6.0, page 55, lines 1246 – 1252).  Based on the response to AG-DJE 2 

1.19, the FTE electrician resources actually decreased from 121 in January 2010 to 3 

120 in February 2011.  4 

  As noted above, the increased circuit maintenance expense of $6.4 million 5 

reflects reduction to a backlog of work of $12 million identified as of the end of 2010.  6 

Based on the attachment (Confidential) to the response to AG-DJE 1.17, BEGIN 7 

CONFIDENTIAL**XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX8 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX9 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.**10 

END CONFIDENTIAL 11 

   With regard to vegetation management, there does appear to be an increasing 12 

trend in spending from 2007 - 2010.  While it is too early to say whether that trend 13 

will continue in 2011, the budgeted expense for the year does, in fact, represent an 14 

increase over 2010.  Thus, the increased a level of spending for the 2012 test year is 15 

not entirely the result of a jump in that year after being flat or declining for a number 16 

of years. 17 

  The increased costs to implement the recommendations of the Liberty Audit 18 

are attributable to the addition of distribution personnel, including 44 internal labor 19 

positions and approximately 80 full time equivalent positions of external labor 20 

(Ameren Exhibit 6.0, page 58, lines 1325 – 1327).  At the time of the response to 21 

AG-DJE 1.20 none of the internal labor positions had been filled, and none of the 22 

external labor positions had been filled. In response to AG-DJE 1.30, the Company 23 
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stated that there were no incremental costs budgeted in 2011 for the Liberty Audit 1 

to address the particular Liberty recommendations.  2 

 3 

Q. Did Ameren explain why the budgeted expenses for 2011 do not reflect the cost 4 

of implementing the responses to the Liberty Audit? 5 

A. Yes.  In response to AG-DJE 1.31, Ameren stated “Based on financial constraints, 6 

the funds were not available prior to 2012. Ameren Illinois is optimistic that a 7 

positive rate case outcome will make those funds available in 2012 to be able to 8 

begin implementation of recommendations with incremental costs.” 9 

 10 

Q. Is the explanation of financial constraints plausible or reasonable? 11 

A. No.  In response to AG-DJE 3.20, the Company provided the quarterly rate-of-return 12 

report submitted to the Illinois Commerce Commission for the fourth quarter of 13 

2010.  The Company’s own calculations show an earned return on equity of 8.43% 14 

for 2010.  While below the authorized return on equity, I don’t believe that this 15 

result is indicative of severe financial stress even if the Company’s calculation of its 16 

return in 2010 is accepted as being accurate.  However, as calculated by the 17 

Company, the shortfall in the return on equity is entirely the result of a 18 

capitalization that is substantially in excess of the rate base, with all of the excess 19 

appearing as equity in the capital structure.  When the calculation of the earned 20 

return on equity is corrected to be more consistent with applicable ratemaking 21 

principles, the result is quite different.   22 

 23 
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Q. Please explain. 1 

A. The rate of return report shows a rate base of $3,583,208,000 and a capitalization of 2 

$4,268,804,000.  This excess of $685.6 million shows up in the capitalization as 3 

common equity, resulting in a common equity ratio of approximately 58%, as 4 

compared to common equity ratios in the mid-40s for each of the individual AIC 5 

companies in Docket No. 09-0306 et al. (Cons.).  To calculate the earned return on 6 

equity, the Company divides the net income available for common equity of 7 

$207,645,000 by a common equity balance of $2,464,200,000.  However that 8 

common equity balance includes common equity supporting non-rate base assets 9 

that are not included in the determination of the Company’s revenue requirement in 10 

the context of a rate case.  The Company’s rates are not designed to produce a 11 

return on equity supporting assets that are not in rate base, such as temporary cash 12 

investments.  In analyzing whether the approved rates are producing an adequate 13 

return, the equity supporting non-rate base assets should be removed from the 14 

calculation of the earned return. 15 

  Elimination of the common equity supporting non-rate base assets results in 16 

an adjusted common equity balance of $1,778,605,000.
1
  Dividing the net income 17 

available for common equity of $207,645,000 by this common equity balance, the 18 

earned return on common equity supporting the utility rate base is 11.67%.
2
  This 19 

                                            
1
 The adjusted capital structure would consist of 49.6% common equity, which is still higher than the 

common equity ratio for any of the individual AIC companies in Docket No. 09-0306 et al. (Cons.).  

Arguably, the calculation of the earned return on equity should be further refined to reflect the approved 

capital structure, which would further increase the calculated return on equity. 
2
 If the rate base were adjusted to include construction work in progress, to be consistent with the inclusion 

of AFUDC in net income, the adjusted return on common equity would be 11.40% 
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return is well in excess of the return on equity authorized for any of the individual 1 

AIC companies in Docket No. 09-0306 et al. (Cons.). 2 

 3 

Q. What do you conclude from this? 4 

A. The Company’s claim that funds for necessary increases to operation and 5 

maintenance activities were not available prior to 2012 because of financial 6 

constraints is without justification.  Similarly, any claim that that reason that “the 7 

current levels of spending are not adequate to maintain systems to the expectation 8 

of key stakeholders” is due to “financial constraints” would also be without 9 

justification.  Given the results of operations in 2010, there is no justification for the 10 

current levels of spending not being adequate to maintain systems to the expectation 11 

of key stakeholders. 12 

 13 

Q. Are you proposing to adjust the 2012 test year electric distribution O&M 14 

expenses? 15 

A. Yes.  As I stated above, there is little evidence that the level of distribution O&M 16 

expense is increasing to the level forecasted by the Company for 2012.  The 17 

Company has not presented any plausible reason why the actual 2010 O&M expenses 18 

would be depressed below what was necessary or, if increased expenditures are really 19 

necessary, why the increases are not taking place in 2011.  I believe that it is highly 20 

unlikely that the increased level of spending forecasted by the Company is going to 21 

materialize instantaneously on January 1, 2012.  Therefore, the Company’s forecast 22 
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of 2012 test year electric distribution O&M expense should be modified.  My 1 

proposed adjustments are summarized on Schedule DJE-.2, Page 1 2 

 3 

Q. Please explain this schedule. 4 

A. The first item is substation maintenance.  As noted above, the primary reason for the 5 

increase in substation maintenance is a forecasted increase in electrician staffing, but 6 

there is no evidence of any such increase actually taking place.  Therefore, I am 7 

proposing to eliminate the entire incremental O&M of $2,900,000 from 2012 test 8 

year expenses. 9 

  The second item is circuit maintenance.  As of the end of 2010, there was an 10 

identified backlog of work of $12 million.  Given the Company’s present earnings 11 

there is no reason why that backlog should increase in 2011; in fact the Company 12 

should be working that backlog down.  If the backlog at the end of 2010 is reduced 13 

over five years, the annual incremental expense would be $2,400,000.  This is 14 

$4,000,000 less than the $6,400,000 of incremental expense reflected by the 15 

Company in the 2012 test year.  Accordingly, I am proposing to reduce forecasted 16 

circuit maintenance expense by $4,000,000. 17 

  The third item is vegetation management.  Unlike the other items, there is 18 

some evidence that this expense is actually increasing.  The expense increased by 19 

approximately $2 million from 2009 to 2010, and an increase in the same order of 20 

magnitude is forecasted from 2010 to 2011.  If the actual level of spending in 2010 is 21 

projected to increase by $2 million per year from 2010 to 2012, the projected expense 22 
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in 2012 is $50,149,000, which is $2,836,000 lower than the expense forecasted by the 1 

Company. 2 

  The fourth, and last, item is the Liberty Audit.  There is no evidence that 3 

expenses are increasing to implement the recommendations of the Liberty Audit.  To 4 

the extent that implementation of those recommendations requires expense increases, 5 

there is no plausible explanation of why the expenses are not increasing in 2011 to 6 

implement the recommendations.  Therefore, I am proposing to eliminate the entire 7 

incremental expense increase of $15,700,000. 8 

 9 

Q. Please summarize your proposed adjustment to electric distribution O&M 10 

expenses? 11 

A. I am proposing to reduce the forecasted 2012 test year electric distribution O&M 12 

expenses by $25,476,000 (Schedule DJE-2, Page 1). 13 

 14 

Q. With your proposed adjustment, what is the level of 2012 expenses? 15 

A. The forecasted expense after my proposed adjustments is $204,796,000.  This 16 

represents an increase of $32,850,000 over the actual distribution O&M expense 17 

incurred in 2010.  I believe that a forecasted increase of this amount is more than 18 

adequate. 19 

 20 

2. UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS EXPENSE 21 

Q. Have you analyzed the Company’s pro forma test year uncollectible accounts 22 

expenses? 23 
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A. Yes.  The pro forma test year electric uncollectible accounts expenses are shown on 1 

Ameren Schedules C-2.5 (Electric) and C-2.7 (Gas).  The pro forma expenses 2 

included in the electric delivery services revenue requirements are based on the 3 

forecast of uncollectible accounts expense for 2012.  Additional information 4 

regarding uncollectible accounts expense is provided on Schedule C-16 of the Part 5 

285 filing requirements and in the testimony of Company Witness Stafford. 6 

 7 

Q. How do the forecasted test year uncollectible accounts expenses compare to the 8 

actual uncollectible accounts experience in recent years? 9 

A. The forecasted uncollectible accounts expense is significantly higher.  The 10 

forecasted test year electric uncollectible accounts expense as a percentage of 11 

revenues is 1.09%.  This compares to actual ratios of 0.66% in 2009 and 0.65% in 12 

2010.  The forecasted test year gas uncollectible accounts expense as a percentage 13 

of revenues is 1.66%.  This compares to actual ratios of 1.49% in 2009 and 0.92% 14 

in 2010. 15 

 16 

Q. Should the pro forma uncollectible accounts expenses included in the 17 

Company’s revenue requirements be modified? 18 

A. Yes.  The Company has not identified any factors that would cause the uncollectible 19 

accounts to increase from the actual experience in 2009 and 2010 to the forecasted 20 

levels for 2012. 21 

 22 

Q. What do you recommend? 23 
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A. In Docket No 09-0306 et al. (Cons.), the uncollectible accounts expense was 1 

calculated by using actual 2007, 2008 and year-to date September 2009 net write-2 

offs.   I recommend that a similar method be used in the present case.  That is, the 3 

actual 2009, 2010, and year to date August 2011 (at the time of the Company’s 4 

surrebuttal testimony) net write-offs should be used to calculated the pro forma 5 

uncollectible accounts expenses.  Until the actual net write-offs in 2011 through 6 

August are available, I am proposing to use the two year average net write-offs for 7 

2009 and 2010 to calculate the pro forma uncollectible accounts expense.   8 

 9 

Q. What is the effect of using the two year average net write-offs for 2009 and 10 

2010 to calculate the pro forma uncollectible accounts expense? 11 

A. The effect is to decrease the pro forma electric uncollectible accounts expense by 12 

$3,729,000 and the pro forma gas uncollectible accounts expense by $1,367,000 13 

(Schedule DJE-2, Page 2). 14 

 15 

Q. Are you proposing any other adjustments related to pro forma uncollectible 16 

accounts expenses? 17 

A. Yes.  The Company included the effect of uncollectible accounts in the calculations 18 

of the Gross Revenue Conversion Factors used to convert the calculated income 19 

deficiencies into the required additional revenues, in effect recognizing the 20 

additional uncollectible accounts related to the proposed rate changes.  The 21 

calculation of the Gross Revenue Conversion Factors should also be modified to 22 
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incorporate the above proposed modifications to the uncollectible accounts rates.   I 1 

show the revised Gross Revenue Conversion Factors on Schedule DJE-1, Page 2. 2 

 3 

3. INJURIES AND DAMAGES EXPENSES 4 

Q. What amount of injuries and damages expense does Ameren include in 2012 test 5 

year electric operation and maintenance expenses? 6 

A. The forecasted test year electric injuries and damages (I&D) expense is $14,990,000 7 

before any adjustments.  That amount is then adjusted by $4,994,000 to substitute the 8 

five year average of cash disbursements in payment of I&D for the forecasted reserve 9 

accrual in 2012.  The pro forma test year I&D expense included in electric operation 10 

and maintenance is $19,984,000.  11 

 12 

Q. How does this compare to the actual electric I&D expense in recent years? 13 

A. It is significantly higher.  The highest expense in any of the years 2009 – 2010 was 14 

$12.5 million.  Thus, the pro forma expense is approximately $7.5 million, or 60%, 15 

higher than the expense in any of the last five years. 16 

 17 

Q. Are you proposing to adjust the pro forma I&D expense included in the 18 

determination of the Company’s revenue requirements? 19 

A. Yes.  Ameren Workpaper WPC-2.11b (E) shows the individual components of test 20 

year I&D expense.  The largest single component is insurance of $8,166,000.  In 21 

response to AG-DJE 3.12, the Company stated that the 2012 forecast erroneously 22 

assigned 100% of the projected insurance to electric rather than allocating the 23 
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insurance between electric and gas.  Correcting this error reduces the electric I&D 1 

expense by $4,000,000. 2 

 3 

Q. Are you proposing any other adjustment to the electric I&D expense? 4 

A. Yes.  Even after the $4 million reduction to correct the allocation, the electric I&D 5 

expense is still well in excess of what it has been in recent years.  Comparing the 6 

components of I&D as shown in Ameren Workpaper WPC-2.11b (E) to the 7 

components of I&D in the responses to AG-DJE 1.47 and AG-DJE 3.13, the reason 8 

for this appears to be the forecasted increase in the Workers Compensation 9 

component.  However, the response to AG 3.12 states that in the responses to AG-10 

DJE 1.47 and AG-DJE 3.13, most of the Workers Compensation expense is in the 11 

“Reserve” accrual component, so such a direct comparison is not possible.  Still, 12 

something more is causing the forecasted I&D expense for the 2012 to be higher than 13 

the expense in recent years. 14 

  After the reduction of $4,000,000 to correct the allocation of insurance, the 15 

pro forma test year electric I&D expense is $15,984,000.  This is $3,485,000 greater 16 

than electric I&D expense in 2008, which was the highest I&D expense in the last 17 

five years.  On my Schedule DJE-2, Page 3, I have reflected a $3,485,000 reduction 18 

to the Company’s pro forma test year electric I&D expense. 19 

 20 

Q. Are you reflecting an offsetting increase to the gas I&D expense in conjunction 21 

with the correction to the allocation of insurance? 22 
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A. Yes.  However, I am not proposing an offsetting increase for the full $4 million.  1 

Ameren Workpaper WPC-2.12b (G) shows an insurance component of zero in test 2 

year gas I&D expense, so it appears that some adjustment is necessary.  In 2012, the 3 

actual insurance included in the gas I&D expense was $1,622,000.  In none of the 4 

past five years was the insurance component if the gas I&D close to $4 million.  I 5 

have reflected the 2010 insurance as an increase to the test year gas I&D expense on 6 

my Schedule DJE-2, Page 3. 7 

 8 

4. AMORTIZATION OF MERGER COSTS 9 

Q. Has the Company reflected the amortization of costs related to the merger and 10 

consolidation of the three former Ameren Illinois Utilities into one utility, AIC? 11 

A. Yes.  The Company has estimated total merger costs of $9,315,000 and is proposing 12 

to amortize those costs over four years.  This results in annual amortization expense 13 

of $1,625,000 to electric and $704,000 to gas.   These amortization expenses are 14 

included in the test year revenue requirements. 15 

 16 

Q. Should the amortization of the merger costs be included in the Company’s 17 

revenue requirements in the present cases? 18 

A. No.  The merger costs are entirely estimates of costs that Ameren expects to incur in 19 

2011 and 2012.  I do not believe that it is appropriate to reflect the amortization of the 20 

costs in the revenue requirement before those costs are actually known.  In addition, 21 

based on the response to AG-DJE 3.15, a large component of the merger costs is 22 

identified as “Internal Labor,” which accounts for over 40% of the total merger costs.  23 
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The Company has not established that these Internal Labor costs are incremental to 1 

the labor expenses that are being recovered in the rates presently being charged by 2 

AIC. 3 

  Finally, as justification for inclusion of the amortization in the revenue 4 

requirement in this case, Ameren states that approximately of $4 million of savings 5 

related to the merger are included in test year operation and maintenance expenses.  6 

Based on the response AG-DJE 3.16, the majority of these savings are reflected in 7 

Customer Record and Collection Expenses (Account 903).  However, total Customer 8 

Record and Collection Expenses forecasted for 2012 is $40,684,000 (Electric and Gas 9 

combined), which supposedly reflects the merger savings.  This represents an 10 

increase of $2,267,000, or 5.9%, over the actual expense charged to Account 903 in 11 

2010.
 3

  An increase of this magnitude is in the range of what might reasonably be 12 

expected even in the absence of any merger savings.  Thus, it is not clear that the 13 

forecast of 2012 expenses actually incorporates the savings that the Company claims 14 

will result from the merger. 15 

 16 

Q. What is the effect of eliminating the amortization of merger costs from test year 17 

expenses? 18 

A. The effect is to reduce the 2012 test year electric expenses by $1,625,000 and the test 19 

year gas expenses by $704,000 (Schedule DJE-1). 20 

 21 

                                            
3
 The forecasted increase in 2012 Customer Record and Collection Expenses over forecasted 2011 expenses 

is even greater.  
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5. STATE INCOME TAX REGULATORY ASSET 1 

Q. Is the Company proposing to establish and amortize a regulatory asset related to 2 

the increase in the state income tax rate? 3 

A. Yes.  The Illinois state income tax rate increased from 7.3% to 9.5%, effective 4 

January 1, 2011.  The Company is proposing to establish a regulatory asset to reflect 5 

the increased Illinois income tax expense from the effective date of the increase 6 

through December 31, 2011 and to amortize that regulatory asset over a two-year 7 

period beginning January 1, 2012.  This amortization increases pro forma test year 8 

electric expenses by $1,668,000 and pro forma test year gas expenses by $494,000 9 

(Ameren Workpapers WPC-2.15a). 10 

 11 

Q. Is the establishment and amortization of this regulatory asset appropriate? 12 

A. No.  Establishment of a regulatory asset to recognize the increase in the state income 13 

tax rate would represent the selective recognition of a change that increases the 14 

Company’s revenue requirements without concomitant recognition of changes that 15 

decrease the Company’s revenue requirements.  I agree that, all other things equal, an 16 

increase in the state income tax rate increases the Company’s revenue requirements.  17 

However, all other things are not equal, at least not in 2011.  In particular, bonus tax 18 

depreciation equal to 100% of qualifying plant additions is available to the Company 19 

in 2011.  This bonus depreciation reduces the Company’s cost of service in 2011 20 

(through accumulated deferred income taxes) to less than what it would be in the 21 

absence of the bonus depreciation.  The effect on the revenue requirement of the 22 

bonus depreciation is substantially greater than the revenue requirement effect of the 23 
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increase in the state income tax rate.  Yet, because the effect of the bonus tax 1 

depreciation is a reduction to the revenue requirement, the Company is not proposing 2 

to establish a regulatory liability to return the benefits of the 2011 bonus depreciation 3 

in 2011 to ratepayers.  If there is no regulatory liability for the revenue requirement 4 

effect of the 2011 bonus depreciation in 2011, then there should be no regulatory 5 

asset for the 2011 effect of the state income tax rate. 6 

 7 

Q. What is the effect of eliminating the regulatory asset for the state income tax 8 

increase? 9 

A. The effect is to reduce the 2012 test year electric expenses by $1,668,000 and the 10 

2012 test year gas expenses by $494,000 (Schedule DJE-1). 11 

 12 

6. AMORTIZATION OF INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS 13 

Q. What are investment tax credits? 14 

A. Investment tax credits are credits against taxes payable related to qualifying plant 15 

additions.  The credits are generally based on a percentage of the qualifying plant.  16 

For example, in the case of a 10% investment tax credit, a qualifying plant addition of 17 

$1,000,000 would earn an investment tax credit of $100,000, which would decrease 18 

income taxes payable by $100,000.  Regulated public utilities do not treat the 19 

decrease to taxes payable as an immediate reduction to income tax expense but treat 20 

the tax savings as a deferred credit and amortize the tax savings into income over the 21 

life of the plant giving rise to the credits. 22 

 23 
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Q. Is Ameren presently amortizing deferred investment tax credits? 1 

A. Yes.  In the 2012 test year, the amortization of investment tax credits on electric 2 

plant is forecasted to be $1,038,000, and amortization of investment tax credits on 3 

gas plant is forecasted to be $299,000 (Ameren Schedules C-5.5). 4 

 5 

Q. Has Ameren included the amortization of investment tax credits in its 6 

determination of pro forma test year operating income under present rates? 7 

A. No.  The Company has not reflected the amortization of the investment tax credits 8 

in its calculation of either pro forma income tax expenses or pro forma operating 9 

income. 10 

 11 

Q. Should the amortization of investment tax credits be reflected in the 12 

determination of pro forma income tax expense and pro forma test year 13 

operating income? 14 

A. Yes.  The deferred income tax credits represent income tax savings that have not yet 15 

been reflected in the calculation of income tax expenses or credited to the 16 

Company’s revenue requirements.  The amortization will reduce income tax 17 

expense prospectively and should be incorporated into the determination of revenue 18 

requirements.  To my knowledge, the amortization of investment tax credits is 19 

routinely incorporated into the determination of the revenue requirement of other 20 

regulated utilities in Illinois.  21 

 22 
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Q. What is the effect of including the amortization of investment tax credits in the 1 

calculation of the pro forma income tax expense? 2 

A. The effect is to reduce the pro forma electric jurisdictional income tax expense by 3 

$868,000 and pro forma gas income tax expense by $299,000.  As these amounts 4 

represent after-tax net income, the resulting reduction to the electric revenue 5 

requirement is $1,486,000, and the resulting reduction to the gas revenue 6 

requirement is $514,000 (Schedule DJE-1, Page 1). 7 

 8 

IV. PENSION BENEFITS RIDER 9 

Q. Is Ameren proposing to implement a tracker mechanism to reconcile 10 

fluctuations in pension expenses? 11 

A. Yes.  As explained in the testimony of Company Witness Nelson, Ameren is 12 

proposing to implement a Pension Benefits Rider (Rider PBR).    Ameren Exhibit 13 

1.0E, Page 21.  As described in his testimony and also in the testimony of Mr. 14 

Jones, at Ameren Exhibit 13.0E, Page 49, the proposed Rider PBR would entail an 15 

adjustment factor to rates for delivery service to collect or credit the difference 16 

between the actual booked annual pension expense and the pension expense 17 

included in the Company’s revenue requirements in its most recent base rate case. 18 

 19 

Q. How does the Company account for pension costs? 20 

A. Pension costs are accrued by the Company pursuant to Accounting Standards 21 

Codifications (ASC) 715-30 (formerly Statement of Financial Accounting 22 

Standards 87).  This financial accounting standard requires certain actuarial and 23 
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financial assumptions to determine the periodic pension cost.  The real world 1 

experience will never exactly match these assumptions and the assumptions 2 

occasionally change, which can cause the annual pension expense recorded to vary 3 

from year to year. 4 

 5 

Q. How is pension expense presently recovered in rates? 6 

A. Pension expense is presently recovered like all other costs included in the 7 

Company’s base rate revenue requirement.  That is, the expense is established based 8 

on the cost in the test year, with pro forma adjustments where appropriate.  If the 9 

actual subsequent pension expense in the rate effective period is more or less than 10 

the amount included in the Company’s revenue requirement, there is no 11 

reconciliation. 12 

 13 

Q. Has Ameren established that the implementation of such a tracker mechanism 14 

would be appropriate? 15 

A. No.  While it is true that changes in the actuarial assumptions can cause pension 16 

expense to fluctuate, the Company controls the basic structure of the benefits 17 

programs, including eligibility for benefits and the level of benefits provided.  In his 18 

direct testimony, Company witness Lynn describes the “cost-effective” benefits 19 

programs offered by Ameren.  The proposed tracker mechanism would guarantee 20 

virtual dollar for dollar recovery of pension costs and would reduce the incentive to 21 

undertake efforts to control the pension benefit costs so that they are reasonable and 22 

cost effective. 23 
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As a general matter of regulatory policy, reconciliation mechanisms are 1 

contrary to sound ratemaking practice, as such mechanisms tend to reduce incentives 2 

to control costs. Reconciliation mechanisms should be reserved for expenses that are 3 

of such exceptional magnitude and volatility that adverse fluctuations can cause 4 

irreparable financial harm.  For example, tracker mechanisms have been approved 5 

for purchased power costs of electric distribution utilities and purchased gas costs 6 

of gas distribution utilities.  While pension expense is not immaterial, it is clearly 7 

not comparable in scale to purchased power costs and purchased gas costs. 8 

  In Docket No. 07-0566, Commonwealth Edison Company sought to 9 

establish a rider to recover its actual costs for storm restoration work.  The 10 

Commission found that such “costs are not of sufficient magnitude or volatility to 11 

justify rider recovery.  Furthermore, the rider’s pass-through mechanism would 12 

undermine the Company’s incentive to control storm expenses.” (Order, Page 159, 13 

quoting Staff Init. Br. at 82) 14 

  The Commission went on to conclude that “ComEd has not provided a 15 

compelling reason to warrant this special rider treatment for costs that are typically 16 

recovered through base rates.  Variations in storm expenses are adequately 17 

addressed through normalization, which alleviates concerns that the test year 18 

expense might be an anomaly.  The addition of a yearly reconciliation proceeding 19 

adds unnecessary complexity to a cost that has historically been recovered through 20 

base rates.”  (Order, Page 159) 21 

  The same principles apply to pension expense, and the same conclusion 22 

should apply to Ameren’s proposal to establish Rider PBR. 23 
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 1 

Q. Has the Company presented any evidence that the absence of such a tracker 2 

mechanism to date has caused it financial harm resulting from fluctuations in 3 

pension expenses? 4 

A. No.  Just about all other expenses included in the Company’s base rate cost of 5 

service are also subject to fluctuation.  In his direct testimony, Mr. Nelson describes 6 

the special accounting standards and actuarial inputs that are applicable to pensions 7 

(which are also generally applicable to post-retirement benefits other than pensions, 8 

or OPEB, for which the Company is not seeking a tracker).  However, Mr. Nelson 9 

has presented no actual data on the volatility of the pension expenses or any 10 

analyses showing that such fluctuations result in substantial financial impairment or 11 

risk of financial impairment to the Company.  The Company has not established 12 

that a tracker mechanism for pension expense is necessary, and the Commission 13 

should not authorize its implementation. 14 

 15 

Q. If the Commission does approve the Company’s tracker mechanism, should 16 

there be a modification to any other element of the base rate revenue 17 

requirement? 18 

A. Yes.  Approval of such a tracker mechanism would be an implicit finding that the 19 

potential fluctuations in pension expense pose a significant financial risk to the 20 

Company.  That is, if potential fluctuations in pension expense did not pose a 21 

significant financial risk to the Company, then no tracker mechanism is necessary.  22 

If the tracker mechanism is approved, then that significant financial risk is removed.  23 
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If the significant financial risk is removed, then the Company’s common stock is 1 

less risky, and the authorized return on common equity should be reduced to 2 

incorporate the reduced level of risk. 3 

 4 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 5 

A. Yes. 6 


